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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Governor

Carter,

FROM:

Pat Caddell

RE:

Consumer

DATE:

20 December

confidence
1976

In most economic
and projects

Bert Lance

thinking

that we will

four years

- the consumer

"rational"

maximizer.

- and in most of the models

have to deal with in the next
is treated

as some kind of mythical

Unfortunately,

not even approximate

this ideal.

the real consumer, does

He, may maximize,

is just as inclined

to maximize

as he is to achieve

some 'perfect economic

cases

the consumer's

he's done
point

the reverse

of view,

changes

change

psychological

logic runs contrary

He cuts spending

logic.

various

where

as well.

the consumer

formula.

benefits
In many

to the economist's

he rationally
Even worse,

changes.

but he

ought

from a "scientific"

Political

the way he reacts to events

to increase

and economic

and to government

policy.
However,
the controlling

the aggregate

behavior

of consumers

forces in any economic

strategy.

is one of
Without

the

-
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participation

of consumers

any strategy
income

to change

is futile.

consumer

- both as workers

the business

climate

- the basic outlook

and their economic

This memo seeks to examine
(1)

and as wage-earners
or the national

At the heart of any view of the consumer

confidence

economy

& Bert Lance

the history

expectations

consumers

is

have on the

for the near future.

three major points:

of consumer

confidence

- where

it's

been in the recent past,
(2)

a theory

(3)

the implications

Looking
the early

of all this for planning.

1960's political
of Americans

system.

separations

and economic

Of course,

of economic,

Most changes

can be reduced
(1)

to four major

Cultural
affect

and political

changes

consumer

sphere

in long-term

expectations

longer expect

the future

"better".
reduced confidence

institutions.

produced
behavior

and the environment

phcno-

changes:

and the War in Vietnam

-

(3)

attitudinal

people·no

in the established

changes.

and ;C~somewhat related

There has been a decline

Watergate

and the

does not make neat

and cultural

in both the economic

to be automatically
(2)

"shocks" have changed

the consumer

political,

for the country,

we see that since

toward both the government

He tends to view them as unified
mena.

and

first at the recent history,

the attitudes
economic

of how it functions,

changes

in lifestyle

- new concerns

had particular

that

over health

impact,

and finally

-
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(4)

Double-digit

& Bert Lance

inflation

created both a new sensitivity

and a new fear for Americans.

1.

Change

in long-term

One of the results
the war,

assassination,

economic

problems

From

the survey

past

a single political

future

past

as well

crisis

were

-

and
frame-

specific

problems.

we find that in the

or economic

Americans

that conditions

crises

toward

on the views of people

and that conditions

Temporary

- attitudes

data that is available,

of the country.

they believed

disasters

- has been a change in the basic

of attitudes

impact

of the set of national
urban riots, Watergate,

work

long-term

attitudes

slump had little

about the long-term
almost

today.wre

always optimistic;

better

than in the

in the future would be even better.

might exist but the future was secure.

of this psychological

overview

was supported

Part

by tenets Ameri-

cans hold dear:
(1)

Americans

(2)

American

fight only
Presidents,

their best;

(3)

while

and never lose a war

not always bright,

that the office was one of moral

tried
leader-

ship; and that

"the office makes

Assassinations

Nere a way of life in other places

but America
(4)

just wars

the man"

was a land of the ballot not the bullet

We had an abundance

of cheap natural

resources
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(5) We

& Bert Lance

had learned how to master

there would not be serious
again;

the economy,

economic

if there were problems,

bad times

economists

fix them; and finally it was impossible
massive

inflation

and massive

would

to have

unemployment

at

the same time.

Each of these basic
in unmatched

pessimism.

selves

solely with

tiQned

the possibility

environment

tenets was overturned,
People

resulting

no longer concerned

small immediate

problems,

of long-term

success.

them-

they now quesThe positive

that had framed all issues and problems

was

shattered.
Table
scale"

I shows the mean scores obtained

measures

which

on the 0 to 10 scale
ago, today,

ask a respondent

from "ladder

to place

the country

- from best to worst - for five years

and five years from now.

TABLE 1
National

--

Future

--

.7

Ladder

Scales

1964
1975
1974
1976
19711959
5.6
7.4.:n
6.5 ~ 6.5
7.7
6.1 ~~ 5.4/
6.2 6.1
~ 4.5
5.9
5.7
~ ;Jf
6.7
""
..
,
,.1>

5.6./f 4.9
5.8

• ~4.6
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& Bert Lance

As we can see, in 1959, even after the 1958 recession,
~n 1964, people
a still better
present

worse

movement)

saw the present
tomorrow.

and expected

better than the past and expected

In 1970 that' changed.

than the past

little of the future.

to be worse

of the past had declined,
levels

far below

attitudes,
former

Southern

undermined

with

Governor

the "normal"

found the

making

the future

some others,

By 1976, perceptions
"better,"

This change

but at
in basic

made the rise of an unknown

to the Presidency
reactions.of

By 1974 and 1975,

low levels and the future

than the past.

those of past surveys.

coupled

People

(bringing the rise of the nostalgia

the r'present" had fallen to incredibly
was now expected

and

possible.

consumers

It also

to the economy.
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2.

Decline

of confidence

& Bert Lance

in institutions

Over the course of these years
public

confidence

religious

in governmental,

institutions.

levels and the public
participation.
really

social, business,

A feeling of alienation
questioned

America's

people".

While

like you",. while

a quarter

leaders have consistently

in the late 60's, majorities

was run for the good of the average

tributed

disagreed.

that the government

to "lead" the public

steadily
past,

more skeptical

the government

argument,

to making
Rebuilding

on economic

confidence

was hampered

did so in the
"over the past

lied to American

and many more con-

eroded
issues;

the government's
the public became

would

Where

in the

by discussion

and

not even listen.

and disaffection

more cautious

don't

could not be relied upon.

could lead the consumer

of pessimisism

consumers

agree

of policy pronouncements.

by the 1970's the consumer

This combination

to record

by the early 1970's,

All of these attitudes

to a belief

and

felt the government

person,

In the economic area, these attitudes
ability

increaSed

in

the efficacy .of political

By 1976, 69% of the people would

ten years

majorities

military

Maj ori ties came to feel that "politicians

care about people

mid-1960's.

there were steady declines

directly

and economically
by the negative

contributed

defensive.
environment.

& Bert Lance
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3.

Lifestyle

changes

The 1970's

also saw changes

in lifestyle.

The generation

of the "baby boom" grew up, and their surge into the adult
population
which

changed

lifestyle

views.

had been ."luxuries" became

the premium

on comparative

refrigerator

somewhat

than "keeping

as the young

foreign

in style".

and the well-to-do

purchases
of leisure
consumers

of the social maxim

consumers

of durables,

trading

planning

we see women

of the world

and social

no growth/less

purchases

pushed

all

to immediate

the job market

not only liberated

thinking
growth"

and to young people.

as well.

large sectors

in massive

work,

it

The rise of the,

issue can be traced

to

The "quality of life"

"quantity of life" has produced
among

inflation

Among

downscale

and upscale

of purchases

entering

political

the

imports.

the future for today.

liberated

versus

cars for

arguments,

to foreign

In addition,

The new views of women

women

American

"small is good, big is bad",

attached

numbers.

primarily

deserted

autos and even housing

away from longterm

versus

The autos suffered

a new ethic arose favoring

and entertainment.

In addition,

"growth

was a

on the need

in part due to efficiency/cost

upscale

gratification,

this reduced

i.e. a refrigerator

to buy was predicted

in part due to the new "status"
many young

Oddly,

'.

imports

in part because

goods and cars,

necessities.

acquisition,

and the impetus

for one rather

Durable

a less traditional

of society which

influences

view

not
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only growth/environment
attitudes

changes

the structure

4.

issues, but energy attitudes,

and most important

These

economic

in values,

of individual

Impact of double digit

distant
high

inflation.

past, Americans

levels

battered

again,

continued,
reaction

for occasional

confidence
flurries

than

in the

The impact was profound.

the reactions

constantly

changed.

alteration.

The period

discussed

this period

the initial public

to adapt to inflation

confidence,

above,' began

can be viewed

already

forced the consumer

and often outright

in

lying by government

to depend on his own instincts

of economic

signals

effected

to change as well.

the failure of government.policies

officials

reading

As inflation

1973-1976

struggled

the nature of consumer

factors

response.

recession,

the consumers

to the misleading

economic

decision-making.

coped with it and were

in which

and

simply had never experienced sustained

addition

his personal

of consumers

inflation,

and in the process

During

attitudes.

experienced

underwent

by the other

the behavior

impact on consumer

coupled with a serious

as a period

and consumption

political

inflation

Except

of inflation.

As consumers

altered

economic

No factor had a greater
double-digit

& Bert Lance

to determine

and~

an individual

& Bert Lance
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One has to consider
price

controls

unemployment,
economic

would

to understand

the extent

The responses

As our research

not be led by housing

The criteria

the c~sumers

as had the judgement
For the consumer
and the perception
as 50% or more:)
particularly
an unseen

as had almost

forever

1975, recovery

all past recoveries.

used for making

of runaway

judgements

food inflation

forced consumers

in the food area.

cautious

than at anytime

became

had changed

was reality

(often perceived

to lower the standard

of living

They saw a future haunted
their ability

since the Depression.
consumer

by

to plan for the

more confused, ,apprehensive,

on a traditional

and

Any economic

involvement

scenario

in a recovery

to be off base.

As inflation

continued

to haunt the consumer

late 1975 was for the introduction
psychology.
European-style
conservative

toward

the result by

of fairly massive

inflation

Even in 1976 and early 1975 most consumers
inflation
American

sprint

psychology

fashion

news - whether

the inflation
moved

in Spring

would

as for the voter, perception

The consumer

economic

and 6%

themselves.

future.

was bound

and

of the most recent

of consumers

proved

energy that threatened

that depended

from Nixon's wage

in the face of "intolerable", 6% inflation

recession.

be different.

the distan~e

with the traditionaLly

of saving money because

inflation

or unemployment.

in July-August,

the European

reacting

resisted

of "bad"

Following

1975, the consumer

finally

model and by late in the year and the

first part of 1976 the U.s. had experienced

the broad

impact of
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inflation
almost

psychology.

half the country

family purchases
long-term

& Bert Lance

with it carne the growing

belief by

that it was no longer worth planning

and indeed there began a movement

purchases.

away from

fIlenDrandw1\
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Theory

of consumer

Our approach

confidence
to consumer

a way of summarizing
have about
future

the health

in it.

analysis

of the economy

and their own personal

"Furthermore,

worse?),

four questions:
comparison

expectations

or worse?),
doing?) .

the consumer

for next year

On another

the answers

correlates

in general,
strongest

with

income

(how are

(how is business

that a scale based on
to such things as
intentions.

we sought to determine

four questions.

uses to get

In the end, after a great
correlations
---------------

and particularly

at the

to food prices.

of clues are used - unemployment

correlate.

that

(will you be doing better

we found that the strongest

interest

some

(are you doing better or

pieces of data, the consumer

time are to prices,

spectrum

We measure

status and to purchase

to those

deal of searching

is working.

strongly

level of analysis

clues, which

needs

view of the economy

It can be shown empirically

economic

the consumer

satisfaction

to a year ago

and finally,

four questions

objective

decisions,

sense of how the economy

you doing?),

wide

most of that

of all the facts that are available.

sense with

current

To be charitable

the time nor the skills to do any kind of scientific

generalized

what

is given a great mass of data

as imperfect.

Yet to make economic

these

it as

feeling that consumers

each day about the economy.

has neither

is to regard

the generalized

Each consumer

data can be described

confidence

rates, prices

rates and so on - but food prices are the
It also is important

to realize

that the

A
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&

consumer

is far more. sensitive

small,

,

frequently

than for larger
durables.

purchased

which

figures.

Subsequent

prices

items such as

it is the small items that are

signal inflation,
analysis

not large macroeconomic

has shown that people

to the rate of inflation.

declines

in purchase

People who see
than those who

that we have faced is that inflation

in confidence

intentions.

increases

in inflation

increases

in purchase

- which

However,
psychology

should produce

inflation

- which Should

intentions.

in our on-going
consumers

motives
every

research.

meet cross pressures

they pull back; caution

situation.

perhaps

caused

it appears

that

in late 1975-early

in almost

1976 and

the inflation

coupled with

psychology

falling or

levels of confidence.

Given
is vital

to try to unravel

is the watchword

rising purchases

conflict

from these different

in 1973 we saw periods where

motivation
stagnant

However,

declines

produce

This essential

At the moment

pro-

also produces

is one of the prime things we are continuing

when

are

going up quickly.

One problem
duces

purchased

going up slowly are more confident

see prices

for

items like food and gasoline

For the consumer

even sensitive

to price change

less frequently

purchased

Burt Lance

the complexity

to understand

"stimulating"

them.

of consumer

reactions,

them before one glibly

They are quite capable

however,

it

talks about

in their reactions

1'lelllULdllUUlll

Lu bU·vL:J.llUl

20 December

\....dLL~L

0. 1:>erL

Lallce

1976, Page Thirteen

of doing

the opposite

theory.

The goal of any economic

be to increase

of what is predicted

confidence

without

program
creating

by "hard" economic
at this stage must
the inflationary

to pull back.
~--------------------------------

fears that will cause consumers
places

One obvious

to do this is at the point where consumers

informdtion

- the market

basket.

get their

/llemorandullI
to Governor Carter & Bert Lance
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Few would
interacts
study.

argue that consumer

with the economy

confidence

to a footnote
confidence
number.

has often
Economists

the composition

analysis

area of

and forecasting

has been neglected.

in economic

- how the consumer

- should be an important

Yet in most economic

of consumer

confidence

It is often relegated

In additon,

projections.

the study

consumer

simply been treated as an "index",
have shown little inclination

of consumer

confidence,

as a

to understand

how it changes,

the

impact of events on it, the signals that trigger response,
the changing

responses

Yet consumers
movement

consumers

than many professional

When we study the analyses

from our various

we find time and time again
concerns

about

give to those signals.

have been better at predicting

of the economy

or

the aggregate

the general

economic

Cambridge

perceptions

the economy were borne .out remarkably

seers.

Reports,
and
well by

events.*
It

~

Two points

in time demonstrate

this well.

(1) In the spr~ng of 1975 ther~ was a lot of talk about
a "recovery",
However,

particularly

consumer

analysis

in light of·the
indicated

three points:

(a) a tax rebate was going to be primarily
to rebuild

depleted

savings

tax rebate.

used

(b) the mini-recovery

which was going on was primarily

caused by a percep-

tion of consumers

- primarily

that inflation

food

* The Cambridge Report is a quarterly national survey which
interviews 1580-2000 respondents for two and a,half hours on
subjects of attitude structure, economic plans and intentions,
social, cultural, and political attitudes.
Understanding the
i~terrelation of these areas is the goal of the analysis.
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prices

- was holding

were quite cautious
had been so bitter
that inflation

steady or declining
- because

(c) consumers

recent past experience

- that until there were sure signs

would abate, purchases

of durables

and

large items would be slow.
In short,

the improved

1976 were not an indication

spirits

in the spring of

of a full recovery.

They

were only a sign that if the news about inflation
better,

a slow arduous

(2) In late 1975-early

recovery

might take place.

1976 we saw consumer

level off with a slight decline,yet
tions

skyrocketed.

explained
confidence

phenomenon.

In addition,

mean a full-blown
Report

consumers

explained

at almost

a
the

the same

- also unusually.
consumers

in the first quarter

found confidence

was

to produce

than "inflation-driven"

This was reflected

in ten-

occurrence

and spending

The

might well

into a degree of confidence,

"real" confidence

have increased.

purchase

we found that unconfident

that unconfident

spend themselves

which

psychology

were likely to purchase

suggested

confidence

We joined consumer

index" which partially

levels as confident
data

psychology.

with inflation

"buying power

consumers

This historical

by inflation

were

less

confidence.
findings

intentions

to

Yet there were signs that did not
consumer

stated at the time:

recovery.

As the Cambridge
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"Yet there are some disturbihg signs.
Confidence
may be spreading across the country, but we'r~ definitely not in the midst of an epidemic; it still hasn't
infected the majority of Americans.
Although economists
have no doubt that recovery is in full swing, the
majority of Americans still aren't convinced that the
worst times are behind us. Fear of inflation is strong,
and we're already getting signals of a new round of price
increases.
If inflation psychology gets additional impetus
from rising food and fuel prices, it may boomerang and
push consumers back into pessimism."

I think that this analysis
proved

clearly more accurate

situation
economists

of consumer

as a gauge to the economic

in 1976 than were the massive
predicting

sentiment

a strong recovery

number of
or even "boom".
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A brief

history

Five major-points
history.

in time*stand

Understanding

out in the recent economic

their impact and their relationship

to

each other helps to understand

both the course of the overall

economy

that are at play today.

and some of the forces

The first major point was Richard Nixon's
and price
apparent
initial

controls

in 1971.

in calling
imposition

favorably.

6% inflat10n
of wage

Consumers

make positive
the program

off.

sumer confidence
remained
survey

began

strongly

both consumer

Controls

the process

Pl~mme~d.

in 1972

Oddly enough,

in confidence

confidence

low levels by the Watergate

took
Conlevels

from the

did not respond

increase

in inflation

based on the idea that things

to get more expensive.

that consumer

though, purchase

intentions

and

a President.

it is apparent

was a slight

spending

confidence

ended and inflation

of demolishing

In retrospect

-- anticipatory

are only going

could

and they .had faith that

rebounded

data that one reason purchase

psychology

clear

of shattering

fairly high.

to the decline

was greeted very

in 1973, a number of forces came together

in the government.

Watergate

the

purchases.

the process

confidence

level problem,

that the government

in the economy

Confidence

At the second point,
to begin

a "crisis"

still believed

would work.

of wage

the irony that is now

and price controls

improvements

as did consumer

Despite

imposition

On the other hand,

was probably

syndrome.

driven

it is also

to artificially

Memorandum to Governor
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Much of the decline
"economic".
indepth

Consumer

analysis,

precipitating

in confidence

confidence

which

public

double-digit
midst

price

increases.

emerging

and that in a long-term
their own long-term
In reaction

perhaps

overly

prices

produced

confidence

was

has further

the period

finds itself

and recession

as the key signal

in the

-- something

By late 1974 it became

of truly

that was

apparent

for consumer

were beginning

that

judgment

to question

success.

spending.

that without

rebound

sustained

the

to be cautious

of 75, a decline

of confidence.

that things might

get better.

in food

Consumers

saw

However,

it

good news at the cash register

that large increased
not likely.

-- still fearing

They had learned

In the Spring

a temporary

evidence

were

The public

sense consumers

cautious.

and the gas pump

in oil prices

to the tax cut, the ~ublic

-- did more

was clear

and

inflation

and we are entering

to be impossible.

some positive

the confusion

The increase

confidence

food prices were

worst

by many,

than

in 1974 and early 1975, we come to a

of both high inflation

supposed

rather

was ignored.

of key events.

weakened

"political"

was discounted

indicated

At the third point,
series

was

purchases

reflecting

sustained
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This
turning

leads us to the fourth -- and perhaps most important
In the summer of 1975, inflation

point.

double-digit

rates after consumers

into feeling

improvement

wrong

for a while

searching

of this sentiment.

doubted

that this would

When

consumers

discounted

apparently.
temporarily

major

increase

in inflation

Subsequent

by consumers.

psychology

surveys·,·however,

the level of inflation

inflation

to a new j!significant

the consumer

or a

their hopes up and then had them dashed

of double-digit

This brings

went

able to find it and we

which we
have shown

psychology

It seems that it was this unexpected

~

sumer

psychology

be the course undertaken

at the time.

that from that moment

inflation

We hadn't been

had gotten

thexf was a momentary

Our own research

had doubled

recurrence

that finally brought

the con-

set of responses.

back.

We can sum up the results

in four

points:
(1)

Inflation 'psychology
motivation

becomes

for making

operational

purchases.

the buying motivations

psychology

and consumer

total purchase
psychology

patterns.

combined

is to sometimes

as a

We were moved

to try to creat a "buying power"
unites

even--

us to late 1976 and early 1976 - a period where

strikes

lulled

For over a.year we had been

for s~gns 6f widespread

growth

back to

had, for several month~ been
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drive
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and thus purchasing
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.
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(4)

By the end of the second quarter
that confidence
rate.

it was clear

was not rising at any sustained

In some areas purchasing

intentions

leveled off and in others declined.
get conflicting
price

front and from the news.
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and stability.

of inflation

decreasing

rising

less confident

The outlook,

expectation,
a decline
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The present
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~
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It is likely that consumers
of confidence
with

and an ihcrease

relatively

other

times.
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might be attained

less "push" than might be needed

However,

achieving

anything

in some

\
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two things:
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reassurance
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perceptions

(2)
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that prices

"
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Given
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A few additional
(1)

Seasonal
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adjustment

and other government

seem to be serious
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figures.

I had an extended
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to the Census
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up and down
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Modigliani,

ployment

the outgoing
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appear

retail
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as well.
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In addition,
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-
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taking

the Census

ready new samples
There

Bureau

for the Price

are important

still to be run.
I must

anywhere from 8 .to 15 years to

figures

In the employment
problems.

survey which

income underestimates
The figures

by

in the annual

The reason

is that the monthly

of all workers:

people

part-time,

working

The Bureau

people adding

and footnotes

seems to take notice.

includes

to family income,

admits the monthly

every release,

Few outside

of thi? magnitude.

earnings

Thus the average

of Labor Statistics

are wrong
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a family of four has the same weekly

are problems
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as the average

figures

looked into the problem

U.S. Labor Department's

spendable

are based on an assumption

etc.

that have

area some of the figures have

earnings.*

the descrepancies.

supports

etc:

incredible.

The monthly
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I have further
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Index, Retailing,
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laid off is counted
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Second, of course,
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*From articles by Geoffrey H. Moore, Director of business cycle
research at National Burean of Rr.n!'lnmir::
Dos9·?l.r-::h a~~. ~enior
Research fellow at Stanford University.
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counted

as unemployed.

Another

problem

is workers

on SUB benefits

and receive

they will often

seek to be laid off temporarily

when

things are slack.

95% of their weekly

The problems

who are

salaries

_

for vacations

flow back and forth with

regularity.

(2)

Conference

Linden

Board and Sindlinger

at the Conference

Board, who runs their Consumer

Index, and to Sindlinger.
next week

- I have talked to Fabian

The Conference

Confidence

Board will have results

and will get them to me' immediately.

T

Sindlinger

provided

me his weekly figures on confidence which are below.
24
~15 51.
17
15
1
8
3
10
13
27
49.7/f
57.1
57.7
57.3
46.8
6 ~ Recession level 64.0
58.0
56.7/1
49.0 \55. 5 ~
Oct. 49.8 ~

/1

These

figures

a slight drop
after

confirm

our own impressions

from September

the election.

to early November,

Sindlinger

that there was
and a rise

says the rise stopped the day

!'lc;IIlU.LU!1Uuw

20 December
after
week.
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the steel announcement.
It also describes

tice" and "sadistic"
he claims.

l.JdllCe

He will provide

the seasonal

new figures

adjustments

and has been arguing

this

as "malprac-

the point for a year,
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SUMMARY
Report #2

FIRST QUARTER

1975 - January

1975

"Today, however, we see distinct signs that consumers are beginning to
lose faith not only in the prospects of the country and the economy but
in their own long-term well-being as well.
Unemployment has joined
inflation as a major concern, but worries about inflation have not faded
at all.
The number of consumers planning to buy everything has been cut
just about in half from the already depressed fall levels."
"This point becomes very significant when we look at potential government
moves to stimulate the economy, such as a tax cut.
In Report 1, we
demonstrated that consumer confidence - or short-term economic expectations - is strongly related to what we labeled the "super market"
perception of inflation.
Simply translated, this means that small
increases in items consumers buy frequently are psychologically more
important than large increase in items they rarely purchase.
Supermarkets
have recognized this for a long time, and often sell "image" items bread, milk and meat - at or even below cost in order to create a "low
price" image for the store itself and thereby attract shoppers.
Of
course, the difference is made up on thousands of infrequently purchased
items.
What we are arguing is that "image" items also playa
large role in the
overall economy.
Indeed, given our hypothesis about frequency of purchase, image items for both the economy and the supermarket may be exactly
the same.
As the analysis of Section 2 of this Report tries to show, the
cOnsumer
reaction to moves to stimulate the economy, such as a tax cut,
will be determined to some extent by whether or not the government can
restore confidence, not by public relations but by guaranteeing that the
prices of these image items are going to be stable or even decline.
If
not, much of any tax cut or rebate will be saved or used to reduce debt.
While eventually the money will filter back through the economic system
into productive investment, the positive impact will be delayed."
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SECOND QUARTER

1975 - April

1975

"Throughout this Report, we will see what may seem like a baffling mix
of optimistic directions and pessimistic levels, Almost every measure in
the Report has recovered slightly from the lows we saw in the winter; but
at the same time, few figures have reached the levels of expectations we
saw in the fall.
If one covers up the winter figures and looks only at
the absolute values of the spring response, it's clear that substantial
fear and pessimism remain.
Thus, our survey seems to have found Americans
right on the threshhold as far as confidence in recovery is concerned.
One fundamental reason seems to underlie this uncertainty about recovery:
the signals people have been getting from the economy - primarily food
prices, though changes in unemployment and interest rates seem to have
some impact as well - are neither clear enough nor strong enough yet to
increase their confidence.
Many have come to believe that business will
get better in the coming year; at the same time, a lesser number feel
that their own income will improve, and the past still looks better than
the present.
What all this adds up to is that although the people have seen some good
signs, they've also had some bad experiences.
They are a little more
ready to spend and to buy than they were before, but they are still wary
of overcommitting
themselves.
They want to see prices and unemployment
start to decline before they will be convinced that the economy is, in
fact, headed for recovery.
If they are disappointed in either - like
the proverbial groundhog who sees his shadow -,they will surely slam
the door on recovery for several more months."
Despite this shift in concerns, however, the figures - particularly those
in Section 6 of this Report (which presents the results of our first panelback survey) - seem clearly to show a stronger relationship between
perceptions of price changes and consumer confidence than between awareness of unemployment and consumer confidence.
This is only logical,
since inflation affects 100% of the people while unemployment affects
only the unemployed and, perhaps, those who worry about being unemployed a relatively small percentage of the population.
Furthermore, as we have hypothesized in earlier Reports, people seem to
be differentiating
between food prices and other prices.
At the time
of the survey, 41% of the people felt food prices were stable or falling
while "only" 57% felt they were rising.
However, only 28% thought prices
in general were stable or falling while 69% saw them rising.
What is even
more important is that despite the fact that food prices actually fell
over most of the country in the few months preceding this survey, slightly
over half the people still felt they were rising.
And those who saw food
prices rising experienced a much larger decrease in confidence than those
who felt they were declining - 56% of the first group were less confident
than last winter versus only 31% of the second group.
The figures on perceptions of food prices actually represent a massive
improvement when stated in the reverse.
For the first time in a long
while, nearly half the people felt food prices were either stable or
falling.
However, even as the analysis for this Report was being finished,
government figures were released showing a modest upturn in food prices
in April.
While many feel this was only a temporary aberration, given the
strong correlation that exists between food prices and consumer confidence,
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it could certainly help reverse the weak positive trends we've just begun
to see in our consumer confidence measures.
And - since there is also
a clear relationship between changes in consumer confidence and changes
in purchase plans (see Section 6) - this negative impact would reverberate
throughout the economy.
At this point, it is important to note that although we've only looked at
food prices, the same conclusions would apply equally to gasoline prices.
As we have demonstrated starting with Report 1, small increases in the
prices of frequently purchased items have a greater impact on consumer
awareness - and on consumer confidence - than large increases in seldom
bought big-ticket items.
And gasoline certainly fits into the first of
these categories.1I
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THIRD QUARTER

1975 - August

1975

"The cautious optimism that characterized the mood of the American people
three months ago is gone, replaced by a pervasive uncertainty that might
well be labelled "cautious pessimism".
Thus, the data show that many
Americans feel they have made progress over the past quarter, reversing
three straight quarters of decline.
(If is probably their readings
.
of this feeling that have mislead public opinion analysis who claim that
consumer confidence is still climbing.)
However, the American people
anticipated this progress last spring.
Now when they look ahead, they
expect little further improvement, either in their personal lives or in
overall business conditions.
Furthermore, many Americans are finding
their disappointment
a little hard to swallow."
"A close analysis of the data shows that the mood swing we see·~in this
Report is related directly to people's perceptions of inflation particularly
food and fuel inflation.
Last spring, many Americans saw
food prices falling or stable, and some even saw prices in general
stabilizing.
Over the summer, however, people quite correctly perceived
an upward turn in prices.
This perception has dampened their confidence,
curtailed their spending, and fueled their anger.
This analysis only re-emphasizes one of the key conclusions that came
out of Report 3: the movement of prices is crucial to the course of the
economy.
The failure of con$umers to participate in the recovery could
make it no recovery at all.
Tax cut dollars - this year's and, possibly,
next year's - can only spur a recovery if they are used to buy durable
goods or stimulate the economy in other ways. ,Yet consumers are weary
of price increases; they will do very little so long as the threat of
inflation hangs over their heads."
"In response to the questions we asked in early August on inflation, we
see almost total unanimity among consumersttiat the prices they were
paying were going up. Furthermore, when we asked respondents to estimate
the size of price increase, we found those estimates rising for the
first time in three quarters.
In the spring, the average estimate was an
8% increase overall prices for the coming year; the August estimate was
more than 12%.'
We also see evidence that consumers are beginning to give up hope of a
halt in inflation.
Larger numbers than ever before agree with the statement that we may have to 'learn to live with inflation because prices
will never be stable again.
Does this mean that we will finally see the
emergence of a so-called European-style
inflation psychology?
Does it
mean a birth of anticipatory spending?
We think not.
Everything we have seen in the last four surveys suggests
that Americans tend to react conservatively when they'seen prices moving
up.
Rather than spending to hedge against future prices that may be
even higher, they cut back their purchases to accumulate reserves against
future troubles that may be even worse."
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FOURTH

QUARTER

1975 - November

1975

"In terms of general economic developments, Report 5 shows two almost
contradictory
trends.
Confidence has leveled off or fallen for most
consumers.
More Americans than ever before feel that the year ahead
won't be much better than the one just past, and majorities of every
group in the population feel that the worst of the recession is right
now or still ahead of us. At the same time, however, the responses to
other questions we use to assess the mood of the American people seem
to show less panic.
For example, while consumers are unanimous in seeing prices for both
food and general commodities rising, they have lowered their estimates
of the rate.
Moreover, a slightly higher proportion, though still a
minority, of Americans feel they are keeping up with inflation.
The
tone of our respondents'
"hopes and fears" about their personal lives
has also become less emotional; economic worries still predominate, but
fears of a "Great Depression,"
complete with soup .lines, have been
replaced by more conventional worries about financial well-being.
Similarly, when we look at the reasons people give for saving money,
"economic security" - a more confident response - has edged ahead of
"emergencies," which was the dominant·theme of the past year.
The most positive finding to emerge from the current survey was the increase in consumers' purchase intentions.
Although plans to buy housing
and automobiles remained basically stable over the last quarter of 1975,
intentions have risen for almost every category of durable goods.
Purchase intentions for clothing are also strong.
The current levels don't
set any records, but they do indicate a basic recovery in consumer buying
from the recession lows.
Yet, despite all these positive signs, consumer confidence itself has
slipped slightly.
The reason, which the panel analysis in Section 7 of
this Report makes clear, is persistent inflation.
Even proceeding at a
more modest rate, inflation continues to sap confidence and make consumers
nervous.
If this picture doesn't change, we - and all other consumer
researchers - will have no other choice but to re-evaluate the basic
assumptions underlying the whole concept of consumer confidence."
"until now, two basic assumptions have provided the underpinnings for
most studies of consumer psychology.
First, it was assumed that the
majority of people expected long-term "progress" for themselves and for
the economy.
Second, consumers were believed to view economic problems
as - in the language of .our ladder-scale categories - "temporary crises"
that could be solved.
Thus, every economic development was perceived as
having a direction, and the times were either "good" or "bad."
Simpleminded as these assumptions may seem, they did have roots in empirical
reserach and they did reflect the most typical way of viewing the world.
It seems clear that the general notion of consumer confidence, which
reflects the "direction" in which consumers think their lives and the
nation are moving at any particular time, does help to explain the ebb and
flow of purchase plans as well as decisions on how much to save, to borrow
and to spend.
On both the individual and the aggregate level, rising
confidence has been associated with increased plans for spending and
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other economic activity, while falling confidence has been linked to
reduced consumer spending and efforts to reduce debt and accumulate a
nest egg in the bank.
However, to reiterate a critical point that every Report, including
this one has made in one way or another, perceptions of price increases
- partiuclarly
for frequently purchased items such as food and fuel have a far greater ~mpact on consumer confidence levels than any other
economic indicator.
The most decisive upturn we have seen in consumer
confidence
(documented in Report 3) followed several months of actual
price stability and, because it was experienced at the cash register,
enormous consumer awareness of this stability.
Since that time, there
have been periods when the key economic indicators have moved up fairly
strongly, but consumer response has lagged."
"It appears that many, if not most, consumers have chosen to watch inflation as their key economic indicator in the same way that the government watches a host of indicators, leading, lagging or otherwise.
Although consumers may take other factors into account - news reports,
the unemployment rate, interest rates and so on - the data all point to
the primary importance of the experience at the supermarket and the
gasoline station.
While we can only speculate, a number of things may explain the consumers'
choice of inflation as their leading indicator.
First of all, inflation
is easy to see and to understand.
Even if you can't calculate percentages,
you know when the price of hamburger goes up. However, they may be
exaggerated, perceptions of inflation are highly reliable.
Unlike news
pronouncements
or political speeches, you know that what you're seeing
is the truth; you don't have to wonder whether someone lied to you or
you misunderstood."
"This theory about the way consumers view the economy - a theory that, in
our judgement, is fully supported by both reason and fact - leads to
troubling questions for both consumer researchers and those who have to
appeal to the American people as customers or as voters.
The most
fundamental question is, quite simply, this: What are consumers going to
do if the relationship between general economic health and the inflation
rate breaks down? (This assumes, of course, that we can have economic
health with the 6% to 7% per year inflation many economists now predict
as "normal" for the next decade.)
Will they, or can they, adopt an
alternative basis for making personal economic decisions?
Inflation psychology, for example, dictates a purchase strategy of buying
as much as possible as quickly as possible.
If they truly come to accept
rising prices as a fact of life, Americans may simply abandon consumer
confidence and shift to a strategy based on these dictates.
On the other
hand, a "steady-state" view of the economy - where the past, the present
and the future are essentially the same - might suggest a strategy that
places more emphasis on competition with other consumers for a bigger share
of the pie (since people can no longer rely on the economy to lift them up
with the general mass of consumers), and "bargin hunting" in the marketplace to stretch limited incomes as far as possible."
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"The picture need not necessarily be gloomy since the consequences of
individual economic action do not always produce the macro-economic
consequences
the individuals themselves desire.
We must not lose sight,
for example, of the very real increase in purchase intentions that has
taken place.
While part of this increase can no doubt be attributed to
the growth of an inflation psychology; another part to the simple acceptance of the idea that things are not getting either better or worse;
and a much smaller part to increased consumer confidence - the resulting
purchases will have the same effect on the economy as "confident"
purchases would in terms of producing jobs and fueling industry.
And, if
in turn, this increase economic activity produces more jobs and income
without sending prices skyrocketing again, a restoration of real confidence
may take place."
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FIRST QUARTER

1976 - February

1976

"This Report stands out from those that have gone before it because of
the new highs set by the key measures we use to understand the mood of
the American people.
Consumers have become markedly more optimistic about
the health of the economy and the prospects for both their own and the
nation's well-being.
In fact, the total number of confident consumers
is the highest we've found in any Cambridge Report survey, and the total
number of unconfident consumers the lowest.'
Inflation psychology has taken an even bigger jump than consumer
confidence, and it, too, is at the highest level we've seen since the start
of The Cambridge Report program.
Today, despite their experience of stable
or falling prices over the last quarter, nearly half the population
believes prices will never be stable again.
This acceptance of inflation
has combined with consumer confidence to boost purchase plans for some
items - in particular, automobiles - to their highest level in over a
year, and sustain others at the same record level they set last quarter.
So, looking at the growing confidence. of our respondents and the way they
plan to spend their money, it's hard to resist th~ conclusion that the
country is back on the track again.
Yet there are some disturbing signs.
Confidence may be spreading across the country, but we're definitely not
in the midst of an epidemic; it still hasn't infected the majority of
Americans.
Although economists have no doubt that recovery is in full
swing, the majority of Americans still aren't convinced that the worst
times are behind us. Fear of inflation is strong, and we're already getting signals of a new round of price increases.
If inflation psychology
gets additional impetus from rising food and fuel prices, it may boomerang
and push consumers back into pessimism.
In understanding
the economy today, the history of the last few years is
of vital importance.
The massive and unprecedented inflation of 1974
and 1975 set the stage for both a different kind of recession and a
different kind of recovery.
And unless that point is understood, it is
hard to follow the developments of today.
It is clear that complex interactions exist between price changes and confidence, between price changes
and inflation psychology, and between both confidence and inflation
psychology and purchase plans.
Inflation is contributed to an extra
decline in the economy during the recession as it scared consumers
away from spending.
Now, as the recession ends, it is aiding the upturn
as more confident consumers are encouraged by inflation psychology into
additional spending, particularly for luxury-type goods.
We can envision
several possible scenarios for the coming months. (1.) If prices remain
stable or falling in many sectors; as they were last quarter, confidence
should continue to increase and, sooner or later, inflation psychology
will abata.
In this scenario the nation should experience a stable and
sustained economic recovery. (2.) On the other hand, a resumption of
rising prices could fuel inflation psychology and proportionately weaken
confidence.
Rumblings from the farms already indicate higher food prices
are on the way; similar increases can be expected in industrial
commodities.
If prices rise rapidly, consumer confidence could fall
dramatically.
Our findings in this Report indicate that while inflation
psychologywoulo-contlnue
to rise, it is not strong enough b itself to
eep purc ase lntentlons up ln the absence of wage increases that sustain
real in~ome.
Indeed, in times of falling confidence, inflation psychology
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may actually work against increase in purchase plans.
Worried consumers
who see their standard of living falling may view inflation as just one
more bad sign, one more reason to pull back and save.
(3.) A third
scenario, which ~xemplifies the last quarter, is also possible.
Prices
resume their climb and inflation psychology marches onward.
However, the
rise of prices is moderate and wage inflation cushions or negates any
impact on real income.
The consumer thus finds inflation an unreliable
planning tool - as we saw in Report 5 - and remains confident until some
more decisive clue to the future of the economy appears.
A marriage of
hope and fear continues to fuel economic pro'gress for at least the rest
of the year."
"What is more interesting than the absolute level of purchase plans this
quarter are the patterns of these plans.
In the case of automobiles, for
example, we are seeing a shift back to medium-size', American-made
vehicles.
However, this is due less to any cha~ge in preferences than to
the fact that many middle-income, middle-aged Americans have reentered
the auto market after a year's absence.
Similarly, the seeming shift
that ~e ~aw over the past year to smalleri imported cars was produced
largely because higher-income and younger consumers, who prefer such cars,.
accounted for a disproportionate
share of all auto purchases.
In the case of consumer durables, our buying power scale shows that
inflation psychology not only encourages both confident and unconfident
consumers to purchase more than they otherwise would, it also affects
the types of goods they purchase.
Thus, confident consumers ~ho believe
prices will never be stable again tend to make luxury purchases, such
as televisions, stereos and dishwashers.
Unconfident people who have an
inflation psychology, on the other hand, are more inclined to make
investment-type
purchases, such as clothes washers and dryers and
refrigerators."
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SECOND QUARTER

1976 - May 1976

"Three months ago, we found cause for cbnsiderable optimism in our
consumer confidence readings.
People were clearly getting positive
signals from the economy.
But at least part of our good feeling was
based not on the objective level of the figures but on the apparent
burst of enthusiasm they represented compared to the preceding quarter.
In this Report, we are confronted with the same objective data, and
thus, with little or not growth of confidence.
without such growth,
it is easier to look at the basic facts and see that the majority of
Americans still have doubts about the future of the economy and their
own well-being.
The small decline in purchase' plans for many consumers
goods this quarter reflects this ambivalence.
People think the times
are right to buy, but they aren't sure enough to actually make plans.
In the midst of what has been termed by "hard" economists a strong
recovery, this is a disappointing picture.
Consumer confidence is
stable - or stalled - at a level that looks good only in relation to the
worst economic times this country has experienced since the Great
Depression.
And purchase plans, if they haven't actually softened,
certainly haven't firmed up.
Yet future stability isn't guaranteed by the current figures either.
The.
failure of consumer confidence and spending plans to increase this quarter
doesn't mean they won't decline next quarter.
Significant groups of
consumers clearly expect their personal economic circumstances and business conditions to get worse.
In the past, there have been hints that
consumers might move toward a "steady state" view of the economy (an idea
we discussed in detail in Report 5), but this Report doesn't show
people expecting things to be stable so much as it indicates confusion on
the part of many consumers.
It's one thing to say, "Things won't get
much better or worse, they'll stay basically the same," and another to
say, "I can't tell whether things are getting better or worse."
We have noted before that for many, if not most, consumers, inflation
seemed to be the key indicator of the health of the economy.
From past
experience, consumers knew that inflation and economic progress did not
go hand in hand.
Today, however, this is exactly what is happening, and
at least for the time being, consumers have no reliable planning tool.
The
response to a new question we asked this quarter shows that this inability
to plan is strongly related to consumer confidence - that is, those who
feel the most frustrated in their efforts to plan are the least confident.
To make matters more confusing, the inflation picture itself is hard for
consumers to decipher.
Because of the important role inflation plays in
consumers' attitudes toward the ~conomy, this quarter we explored the
question of whether consumers differentiate between the presence of
inflation and the rate of inflation.
A series'of questions demonstrates
that consumers are, in fact, very sensitive to the rate of inflation, and
furthermore, that there is a strong correlation not only between perceptions of inflation in general and consumer confidence, but also between
perceptions of the inflation rate and consumer confidence.
Thus, more
people saw prices rising in the second quarter than the first, but most
of these people also gave lower estimates of the rate of price increases.
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And those who saw inflation
who saw it speeding up.

slowing were far more confident

than those

Our buying power index, which measures the combined impact of consumer
confidence and inflation psychology on 'spending plans, helps make
some sense out of this confusion.
After continuing up last quarter, this
quarter it points slightly downward.
Furthermore, the group of people
who are theoretically most inclined to purchase - people who are both
confident and inflation-oriented
- has shrunk since the first quarter."
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THIRD QUARTER

1976 - August

1976

"This Report documents the third straight quarter of sagging buying intentions and relatively low expectations for the future.
Our consumer
confidence index rose slightly, but any thought that a resurgance is
underway disappears when we look beneath the numbers at the actual
responses.
Most Americans - a full two-thirds - don't think they are
any better off today than they were a year ago and don't expect next
year to be any better, either for themselves personally or for the
economy in general.
Our long-term ladder scales show a paradoxical
kind of optimism.
More people feel the future will be better than the
past, but this is because they have lowered their assessment of the past,
not because they have raised their expectations for the future.
The future
looks better only in comparison to the past."
"Thus, consumers remain reluctant to engage in the kind of activities
that would get the economy moving again.
This foot-dragging has been
noted by many observers.
In the final days of the Presidential campaign,
part of the debate centered on how serious the "pause" in the recovery,
or the "consumer yawn," was and what steps were needed to counter it.
Commentaries ranged from near panic cries of imminent recession to
protestations
that the "pause" was actually an improvement over the
frantic economic activity of the first quarter.
One point on which all the analysts seem to agree, however, is that the
failure of consumer spending to pick up reverberates throughout the
economy.
Storeowners become more cautious; they may not buy as much for
the Christmas inventory or hire as much help!
Factory managers, noting
lower orders, may not actually cut back, but they may delay the purchase
of new machinery.
Machine tool firms ...and so on.
An obvious lesson in economics need not be repeated at great length here.
The central message is clear:
without more positive activity by consumers,
a certain sluggishness is sure to presist throughout the economy.
The
danger of "yawning consumers" is that- they will put the economy to sleep.
The essential questions, then, are: why are consumers hanging back, and
what can be done to change things?"
"The survey data offer explanations on both the objective and the subjective levels.
Objectively, it seems clear that over the past few years consumers have lost real income.
Many consumersparticularly those in the
middle-income
groups, who do a considerable amount of the total
purchasing - have less purchasing power today than they did 4 years ago;
the response to our standard question on satisfaction with current income
shows that they recognize this.
Thus, one explanation for current consumer behavior is that people simply don't have the money to make
purchases."
"Turning to the subjective factors underlying the "pause," it is clear
that a simple lack of funds cannot entirely explain the failure of consumers
to'participate
in the recovery.
Americans hold substantial savings, credit
is available and not being used, and even higher-income people, with
clearly adequate incomes, have reduced their purchase intentions over the
course of the past few quarters.
Other factors are clearly at work.
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Not surprisingly, we find this quarter that Americans are again picking
up negative signals from the economy.
Right or wrong, they see all
four of their key indicators taking a turn for the worse.
Two-thirds
see food prices moving up - though, in fact, food prices have been
relatively stable for the past few months.
Three-quarters see prices
in general moving up - a correct perception.
Whereas last quarter, a
plurality saw unemployment declining, today nearly half our respondents see
it increasing again - .a very discouraging perception.
Even for those
who have jobs, a rise in unemployment is a bad sign; they worry about
losing them.
Finally, a plurality also see interest rates as increasing,
though, in fact, they've been relatively stable for the past few months.
So, two of the negative perceptions - interest rates and food prices are somewhat mistaken, but two others, prices in general and unemployment
reflect legitimate concerns about the economy."
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thoughts
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discussions

1977

I have only a couple of points I want to raise with
you in this hectic period, and I'll list them as follows:
(1)

(2 )

( 3)

( 4)

If we are really going to develop an effective
political strategy and a timetable, it is important that we formalize the process as I recommended in my memo.
I hate to keep harping on
the problem, but unless you give specific instructions for the formation of such a group, it will
not happen and there will not be any ongoing
consideration of strategy, goals, or the implementation of timetables.
In the appendix to my working paper I raise the
point about the need for an accommodation process
between the people, the government, and various
groups.
I am anxious to know whether or not you
think that's a viable point that ought to be
pursued by some of us in greater detail.
Some Cabinet officers have asked about the working
paper sent to St. Simons'.
Do you want me to
prepare a summary paper of that document for their
use?
At the Inaugural a number of receptions are planned,
including one for the Democratic National Committee.
I think it is crucial that you either have a separate
reception - or include at the DNC reception - a
gathering of your state coordinators and other key
political people, so that you will have the opportunity 0f personally thanking them for their efforts
during the campaign.
There have been some grumblings
that there has been no appreciation expressed for the

* Ham
do this

J

* Yes

* Yes

* Ham -Try to
do this
or equivalent

J

Memo to Governor
10 January 1977

Carter,

Page Two

efforts of these people in the fall.
This can
be alleviated rather easily, and it would also
help strengthen your political posture in the
states.
(5)

The first fireside chat - As I mentioned to you
at the conclusion of the St. Simons' Cabinet
meeting, I am quite concerned with the fact that
the press seems determined to portray your administration as one that's not going to keep its
campaign promises.
Every slight deviation they
perceive is being blown into a giant incident by
the press.
Since the credibility of the administration is critical to your success and to the
* Jody
political process in general, I recommend that
you go "over the heads" of the press in the near
suggestion?
future to deal with this problem.
As you yourself
Jsuggested after the election, there's a good reason
to have a fireside chat which would focus on a
delineation of your campaign promises, an explanation
of how you're going to accomplish them, and a timetable for accomplishing them, to give people a general sense that you're committed to what you've
promised.
I think this could be extraordinarily
effective with
the people, and diffuse this continual harping by the press.
The best of circumstances
would be to have it before the Inaugural.
If this
is not realistic, however, then it should be done
almost immediately after the Inaugural, before you
get into the process of proposing substantive programs. :.If·
;this .constant questioning of your campaign promises is not checked, it could lead to
serious problems almost immediately.
You have the
opportunity for tremendous positive results.
I've
mentioned this to Jody; perhaps you might want to
talk to him and the others about it.
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cons:1deration of' strategy •.90als, or the impl",~ntat~on
or timetablos.

(2)

(3)

Tn t.he.pp.nd~" to my workinfJ paper T raise tho
point about tho need for an ac:c/;)nwnQdatlon
procc!UI
between the people. tho qov0rnment, and various
fJroup•• I am anxious to ~now whether or not you
thin~ that'. a vlable p~lnt that ou~ht to be
pursued by aome of ua in.qroat.r detail.
Some C4binet officers have asked a)x')"tthe work!nq
paper aent to J';t:.. SiJlllOn.·
.. ~') you want mQ to
prepar9 a SUlllm.ary.papor
of that docum.n~ for their

u907

C4)

:includinq
one for atho
Domocratic
:~lSti.onftl
Committoe_
I
At
the Xnauqural
numbur
or receptions
ar.,
planned,
~ /'rr') ,,'
X think it is crucial that you ei.ther h~vft a .eparate
'A I
rec.eption - or lnc~ude dt thCltONe roception - a
/( lor
9atherin9
your stato
and the
other
ke)'
/tV'trf:;1J
political o£
p.op~e.
80 thatcOQrd!.nators
you w~l~ hftvo
opporde I~
t'Jnity or personally thank in') thorn for their offorts
../
during
the c,ftmpa.1gn.
h.,.vabeenexproB!'Ilftd
lI·om~9rum.b~in9.
, y
that ~hero
has been no Thero
approci.4tion
for th:) ~,!M.iI
I

yilt!

tp

'(,
.•.....

:':

f

Homo to Governor
10 January
1')77

et'forta

Carter, page

o~ t;ht•.••Et poople

b •. a11eviat~d

h~l.p
stron·qthen
state",.
(50)

Two

The first

rathftr

in th •.••£a11 ~ This

•.asill'''

and

it.

your po1i.tioal posture
chat: - Aa

firoullSe

:t

can

owoul«l ",110

In the

~ntionod

te:> you

at the conclusion
Df the St;. Simons' C~blnot:.
mDetinq.
r am quite o~nc.rnftrl with the fact th~t
tho pr'I!tBS ae.:wa d~tormlnot.S
to. ~rtray
yo~r adm.tn-

iBtration ~B one that". not going to ~ODP

campaign

promiseB.

Every

alight

d~vll!l~lon

ia being blown Into a giant

per.ceive

ita

th~l'

incid<l'nt. by
of tho ad~ln-

credibil.ity
to yogr BUCCO~. /!Indto the
/?Olitical
pr,,>cC!!lu, in general,·
'I r"H~onumendthat
)'ou qQ "'over the hv.ads" ot t.ho press in the n"'~·f\r
th~ prEta ••
SincD th~
istra.tion 1~ critical

future to deal. with this probl.M~
As you yours~lf
after tho elftct:~on. there". a good reason
t~o have a firosido
ch~t. which would f'OCUB on a
delin~ation of your campa~9n prom13~91
/!Inex~~an~tion
of now )<"0\1' rt'l gn1.ng t·o tlc<::·r:Jt1'lr,Joll:lIh ~hw~m, and a tim''''tlt.blu
(or accol'::':;:>l.iahin'9 t.h~.l\'l•• t,':) gi.V'lt pRopl,., A ,,,~nI!'!ral 1lftnlle thnt }'ou'ro corr•....,.1.tt.d to what: }.C'.)u·VI!!
promised.
7 think this could bft eKtrIt.Qrd1.nar~ly
Dfroet!vA with th. p~oplo. and diffuse this contlnuhl harping by' th~ pre",".
Th" b.at of circvm."Jt.o'lnc .••
:I ( thi .••
'-"Quld ba 1:0 hnv", it be t.or •• thw tnau:~ural.
illl n.:>t r'9alistlc,
h:>W'."·.r.
th'9n it shoo•.,l •.! b••••doOne
n:l:r.:>ost imm.l\.'" iat:el}' a~ter
th~' In.'!luQ\Jr."l,
before y,>u
Clf)t !nt-.•" th •• PXOC0SS of' proposing
aubBtant.ivUc
proAuqq~Bt:ed

qralms.
~~ th.i a cr;)lH-Itan t qU<'istionin'J
of your campa1.~n pro~l.e~
~B not ch~ck~~.
it
~Duld lead to
!Jt,rioul'J Pl·oblem.
almc-'>3t
1mro.,~diat:ely< ~ou \}.'(1••, •.•• t..h.a
op~rLuni.ty
for trt;t,",cndou!!I p:>81.ti"-9 rli!.lJl~.s. :I"ve
m.\:'ntlQ"e" thJ. a to Jody: p1;rh~pn yo.u rm.1yht vant to
't:Alk to

h1.m.and

the othurs

about

it.
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